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It is generally believed that the internet is an excellent means of communication but some people 
suggest that it may not be the best place to find information

Discuss both views and give your own opinion

Nowadays, internet has a pivotal role in connecting people and getting informations.  The merits and 
demerits of internet are widely discussed between people. Supporters argue using internet ease daily 
life, while skeptics argue on/about its unreliability.

Through the internet communication time and money are saved. Handling most of the work such as 
shopping, booking ticket or doing research, people who sitting in home and avoid paying money for 
transportation or wasting time in street. Families can have video connections with other members in 
other sides of world in the quickest and cheapest way by using internet.

In the same way, embark upon using internet led to improve educational sectors and ease researching. 
The availability of online course for students who have not enough time to attend in class because of 
distance or business, create many virtual educational sectors and opportunities of learning for people. 
Likewise, one advantage of obtainable information in internet, is that it can be expediency. Researchers 
can find many sources for their studies in internet as well asand they can present result of their articles 
in the internet.

Apart from the aforementioned, although the internet has made the universe a global village, 
we cannot avoid negative effect of using that’sit. In other words, in the internet we can find 
informations that encompass is unreliable, unhealthy or useless for societies. For instance 
fake news or dishonestly interpretations are very plenty in internet. as well as the internet 
causes to an increase in scientific theft/plagiarism.    

 In my opinion, despite a few bad effects of the internet, it is not inevitable in daily life and people 
should be learn how to deal with the negative effects of the internet in their life.   

      


